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The annual Duchesne Company Daughters of the Utah Pioneers Jubilee was celebrated August 27, 2016. Pins recognizing the years of membership were awarded. Outstanding among the recipients were- Florence Rhoades Turnbow age 93- 60 years of membership and Jenny Chatwin Jones Merkley age 99- 64 years of membership. Florence Turnbow and Jenny Merkley are pictured with their daughters. When all of the current daughters of the DUP Duchesne Company are combined the total is an amazing 1,340 years!

PHOTO: Kinship Award (5 generation members): awarded to Afton Giles and Terri Breakfield of Tabiona. Outstanding Service award was given to LaRae Bailey of Duchesne. Women of Faith and Fortitude pin was given to Florence Rhoades Turnbow of Tabiona.